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Abstract.

J. C. Varlet introduced the concept of 1-distributive lattices to generalize the

notion of dual pseudo complemented lattices. A lattice L with 1 is called a 1-distributive

lattice if for all Lc,b,a  , caba  1 imply 1)(  cba . Of course every

distributive lattice with 1 is 1-distributive. Also every dual pseudo complemented lattice is
1-distributive.Recently, Shiuly and Noor extended this concept for directed below join

semi lattices. A join semi lattice S is called directed below if for all Sb,a  , there exists

Sc such that b,ac  . Again Y. Rav has extended the concept of 1-distributivity by

introducing the notion of semi prime filters in a lattice. Recently, Noor and Ayub have
studied the semi prime filters in a directed below join semi lattice. In this paper we have
included several characterizations and properties of 1-distributive join semi lattices. We

proved that for a join sub semi lattice A of S ,

 Aasomeforax:SxA  11 is a semi prime filter of S if and only if S is 1-

distributive. We also showed that a directed below join semi lattice with 1 is 1-distributive

if and only if for all Sb,a  , 111 )()()( dba  for some b,ad,Sd  . Introducing

the notion of  - filters and using different equivalent conditions of 1-distributive join semi
lattices we have given a ‘Separation theorem’ for  - filters.

Keywords and Phrases : 1-distributive join semi lattice, Semi prime filter, Prime ideal,

Maximal ideal,  -filter.

Introduction: J. C. Varlet [8] first introduced the concept of 1-distributive
lattices. Then many authors including [1, 2, 7 ] studied them for lattices and
semilattices. By [7], a join semilattice S with 1 is called 1-distributive if for all

Scba ,, with caba  1 imply 1 da for some c,bd  . We also know

that a 1-distributive join semilattice is directed below. A join semi lattice S is
called directed below if for all Sb,a  , there exists Sc such that b,ac  . A

non-empty subset F of a directed below join semilattice S is called an up set if for
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Fx and xy  )( Sy imply Fy . Up set F is called a filter if for Fy,x  ,

there exists y,xz  such that Fz .

A non-empty subset I of S is called a down set if Ix and xy  )( Sy imply

Iy . A down set I of S is called an ideal if for all Iy,x  , Iyx  . A filter

(up set) Q is called a prime filter (down set) if Qba  implies either Qa or

Qb . An ideal P of S is called prime if PS  is a prime filter.

An ideal I of S is called a maximal ideal if SI  and it is not contained by any
other proper ideal of S . A prime up set P is called a minimal prime up set if it
does not contain any other prime up set of S .

Following Lemmas in lattices are due to [2] and [6], and also hold for join semi
lattices by [1, 7].
Lemma 1: A proper subset I of a join semilattice S is a maximal ideal if and
only if IS  is a minimal prime up set.

Lemma 2: Let I be a proper ideal of a join semilattice S with 1. Then there
exists a maximal ideal containing I .

Following result is due to [1, Lemma 5]

Lemma 3: Let I be an ideal and F be a filter of a directed below join
semilattice S , such that  IF . Then I is a maximal ideal disjoint from F if

and only if for each Ia , there exists Ib such that Fba  .

Let S be a join semilattice with 1. For a non-empty subset A of S , we define

}1|{ AaallforaxSxA
d

  .This is clearly an up set, but we can not

prove that this is a filter even in a distributive join semilattice. If L is a lattice with
1, then it is well known that L is 1-distributive if and only if )(LD , the lattice of

all filters of L is 0-distributive.Unfortunately, we can not prove or disprove that
when S is a 1-distributive join semi lattice, then )(SD is 0-distributive. But if

)(SD is 0-distributive, then it is easy to prove that S is also 1-distributive. We

define }1|{1 AasomeforaxSxA  .This is obviously an up set.

Moreover, BA  implies 11 BA  . For any ,Sa it easy to check that
11 ]()()( aaa

d

 .

Following result is due to [7].

Theorem 4: Let S be a directed below join semilattice with 1. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
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(i) S is 1-distributive
(ii) For each ,Sa ](](](]( bada  is a filter.

(iii) Every maximal ideal of S is prime. 

Since in a 1-distributive join semilattice S , for each ,Sa
d

a )( is a filter, so

we prefer to denote it by da )[ . Y Rav [6] have generalized the concept of 1-

distributive lattices and introduced the notion of semi prime ideals and filters in
lattices. Recently, [3] have studied many properties  of semi prime ideals in
lattices. In a directed below join semilattice S , a filter F is called a semi prime
filter if for all ,,, Szyx  Fyx  , Fzx  imply Fdx  for some

.z,yd  In a distributive semilattice, every filter is semi prime. Moreover, the

semilattice itself is obviously a semi prime filter. Also, every prime filter of S is
semi prime.

Theorem 5: For any join sub semilattice A of a directed below join semi lattice

S with 1, 1A is a semi prime filter of S if and only if S is 1-distributive.

Proof: Suppose S is 1-distributive. We already know that 1A is an up set, Now

let 1Ay,x  . Then byax  1 for some Aba , . Then

baybax  1 . Since S is 1-distributive, so 1 d)ba( for some

.y,xd  Now Aba  implies 1Ad  , and so 1A is an ideal. Finally let
1Ayx  , and 1Azx  . Then 11 1 bzxayx  for some Ab,a 11 .

Thus zbaxybax  1111 1 . Then by the 1-distributive property,

1111  dbax for some z,yd 1 . Thus 1
1 Adx  as Aba  11 .

Therefore 1A is semi prime. Conversely, if 1A is a semi prime filter for every join

sub semilattice A of S , then in particular 1)(a is a filter. Thus S is 1-distributive

by Theorem 4. 

Following characterization of semi prime filters is due to [1].

Theorem 6: Let S be a directed below join Semilattice with 1 and F be a filter
of S .
Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) F is semi prime
(ii) Every maximal ideal disjoint to F is prime. 

Thus we have the following separation theorem.
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Theorem 7: Let S be a 1-distributive join semi lattice and A be a join

subsemilattice of S . Then for an ideal I disjoint from 1A , there exists a prime

filter containing 1A and  disjoint from I . 

Lemma 8: Let A and B be ideals of a directed below join semilattice S with 1,

such that  1BA . Then there exists a minimal prime up set containing 1B and

disjoint from A.

Proof: Observe that BA1 . For if BA1 , Then ba 1 for some Aa ,

Bb . That is, 1 ba , which implies 1Ba gives a contradiction. It follows
that BA is a proper ideal of S . Then by Lemma 2, MBA  for some

maximal ideal M . If 1BMx  ,  Then Mx and 11  bx for some

MBb 1 . This implies M1 which is a contradiction as M is maximal. Thus,

 1BM . Then by Lemma 1, MS  is a minimal prime up set containing 1B .

Moreover,  AMS )( . Lemma 9: Let A be an ideal of a directed

below join semilattice S with 1. Then 1A is the intersection of all the minimal
prime up sets disjoint from A .

Proof: Let N be any minimal prime up set disjoint from A . If 1Ax , then
1 ax for some Aa and so Nx as N is prime.

Conversely, let 1Ay . Then 1 ay for all Aa . Hence ](yA is a proper

ideal of S . Then by Lemma 2, MyA  ]( for some maximal ideal M . Thus by

Lemma 1, MS  is a minimal prime up set. Clearly  AMS )( and

MSy  . 

Now we include some characterization of 1-distributive join semilattices.
Theorem 10: Let S be a directed below join semilattice with 1. Then the
following statements are equivalent.

(i) S is 1-distributive.

(ii) For each Sa , 1)(a is a semi prime ideal.

(iii) For any three ideals A, B, C of S ,
111 )()())(( CABACBA 

(iv) For all Scba ,, , 111 ])(]((])(]((]))(]((](( cabacba 

(v) For all Scba ,, , 111 )()()( cabada  for some .c,bd 

Proof: (i)  (ii). Follows by theorem 4.
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(i) (iii). Let 11 )()( CABAx  . Then 1)( BAx  and 1)( CAx  .  Thus

gxfx  1 for some BAf  and CAg  . Then baf  1 , and

cag  2 for some Aaa 21 , , Bb , Cc . This implies

caxbax  21 1 and so caaxbaax  2121 1 . Since S

is 1-distributive, so 121  daax for some .c,bd  Now Aaa  21 and

CBd  . Therefore, ( )()( 21 CBAdaa  and so 1))(( CBAx  . The

reverse inclusion is trivial as CA,BA)CB(A  . Hence (iii) holds.

(iii) (iv) is trivial by considering ](aA  , ](bB  and ](cC  in (iii).

(iv)(v). Let (iv) holds. Suppose 11 )()( cabax  . Then by (iv)
111 ]))(]((]((])(]((])(](( cbacabax  . This implies 1 fx for

some ])(]((]( cbaf  . Then daf  for some ](]( cbd  . That is,

daf  for some .c,bd  It follows that 1 dax and so 1)( dax  .

On the other hand, ](](](]( bada  and ](](](]( cada  implies that
111 )()()( cabada  . Therefore (v) holds as the reverse inclusion is

trivial.

(v)  (i).  Suppose (v) holds. Let Scba ,, with caba  1 . Then

)(1)( caabaa  implies 111 )()()( dacabaa  for some

.c,bd  Thus, 1)(  daa for some .c,bd  That is 1 da for some

cbd , and so S is 1 –distributive. 

Now we include few more characterizations of 1-distributive semilattices.

Theorem 11: Let S be a directed below join semi lattice with 1. Then the
following are equivalent.

(i) S is 1-distributive.
(ii) For any three ideals A, B, C of L.

111 )())()(( CBACABA 

(iii) For any two ideals A, B of S, 111)( BABA 

(iv) For all Sba , , 111 )()()( dba  for some .c,bd 

(v) For all Sba , , ddd dba   )[)[)[ for some .c,bd 

Proof: (i)  (ii). Suppose S is 1-distributive, Since ACABA  )()( and

CB  , so 111 )())()(( CBACABA  . Now suppose 11 )( CBAx 

Then 1Ax and 1)( CBx  . Thus 1 ax for some Ax and 1 dx for

some CBd  . Now CBd  implies cbd  for some Bb , Cc . Hence
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.cbxax  1 Then bcxacx  1 . Since S is 1-distributive, so

11  dcx for some b,ad 1 . Then BAd 1 . Now 1 ax implies

cdxadx  11 1 .  Again by the 1-distributivity, 121  ddx for some

c,ad 2 that is CAd 2 . Therefore, 1))()(( CABAx  and so (ii) holds.

(ii) (iii) is trivial by considering B = C in (iii).

(iii) (iv). Choose ](aA  and ](bB  in (iii).

Now for all b,ad  , ](]( da  and )[]( db  and so .)()(]( 111 bad  Also by

(iii), 111 ])(](()()( baba  . Thus, 11 )()( bax  implies 11  dx for some

b,ad 1 as S is directed below. That is, 1
1)(dx for some b,ad 1 . Thus (iv)

holds.
(iv)  (v) is obvious.

(v)(i). Suppose (v) holds and for Scba ,, , .caba  1 Then
ddd dcba   )[)[)[ for some c,bd  . Therefore, 1 da and so S is

1-distributive. 

A filter F in a directed below join semilattice S with 1 is called an -filter if

for each Fx , Fx
dd

}{ .

Proposition 12: If F is an -filter of a 1-distributive join semilattice S , then

}}{)[|{ FxsomeforxySyF
dd

  .

Proof: Let SHRy .. . Then Fxy
dd

 }{)[ . This implies Fy .

Conversely, let Fy . Since S is 1-distributive, so by theorem 4,
d

y )[ is a filter

and )1[)[)[  d
yy . Thus,

dd

yy  )[)[ , which implies ... SHRy 

Prime separation theorem for -ideals in 0-distributive lattices was given [4]. Now

we include a prime separation theorem on -filters for 1-distributive join
semilattices.
Theorem 13: Let I be an ideal and F be an -filter of a directed below join
semilattice S with I , such that  FI . If D(S), the lattice of filters of S is 0-

distributive, then there exists a prime -filter Q containing F such that

 IQ .

Proof: By lemma 2, there exists a maximal ideal M containing I and disjoint to
F . Thus MSQ  is a minimal prime up set containing F and disjoint to M.

Now let MSqp , . Then by lemma 3, there exist Mba , such that
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Fpa  and Fqb  . Then by proposition 12,
dd

xpa  ]()[ and
dd

yqb  )[)[ for some Fy,x  . Thus
dd

yqbxpa   )[)[)1[)[)[ .

This implies )[)[)[)[)1[)[)[)[)[ qyxbapyxba
ddd d
  , Now

as F is a filter, so there exists y,xd 1 such that Fd 1 . Again by Theorem

11(v),
ddd

dyx   )[)[)[ 2 for some y,xd 2 . Then Fddd  21 ,

and so
ddddd

ddyxd   )[)[)[)[)[ 2 .Thus
ddd

dyx   )[)[)[ for some

Fd  , y,xd  . Then we have )[)[)[)1[)[)[)[ qdbapdba
dd

  .

Since )S(D is 0-distributive, so )1[))[)([)[)[   qpdba
d

. Then

)1[)[)[)[   tdba
d

for some q,pt  . Thus

MSFdtba
dd

 )[)[ .But Mba  implies MSt  as MS  is

prime. Therefore MSQ  is a filter. Now let Qx . If Fx , then

QFx
dd

)[ as F is an -filter. Finally if FQx  . Then again by Lemma

3, there exists Ma such that Fxa  . Thus .)[)[ QFxa
dd dd

 

Since Qa , so
dd

a )[ ⊈ Q. Therefore, Qx
dd

)[ as Q is prime, and hence Q

is also an -filter. 
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